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notice: there exists two different difficulty scales, the old scale (pre-sdvx iv) goes from level 1 to 16
and the new scale (sdvx iv and newer) goes from level 1 to 20. old scale custom charts must be re-
rated, but old scale sound voltex conversions can be updated using the k-shoot mania difficulty
updater. to enter the contest, you need to upload a submission video (the size can't be larger than 1
gb) that must contain the theme for the song when the song is played. this will be judged by the
panel, which will select the best one(s) to appear on tv on the weekly program "sound voltex flash",
where contestants play the song and give the audience points by answering a question while
keeping up the song's tempo. the panel will score their answers and will choose the best ones (out of
the winner pool). after the weekly program, songs will be ranked based on the audience response. in
the end, the panel will select the best songs (at the rank of top 10 on the leaderboard) to appear on
the final song chart. sound voltex booth is the first game in the series that features a real-time live
voice acting feature. in the original titles, the voice acting was performed by maki kaji (later by
megumi hayashibara), and since the release of voriginal sound voltex, the voice acting was
performed by masumi asano and later by megumi hayashibara (at the opening of booth's first
commercial on august 31st, 2018) as well as yui horie (the second campaign song). staying true to
the tradition of its predecessor, sound voltex booth features real-time vocal lines for more than 80
songs, rather than only having real-time voice for 37 songs. the vocal lines are performed by maki
kaji in the original game, while megumi hayashibara and yui horie also performed them.
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soundvoltex's gameplay is very similar to other rhythm games like beatmania iidx and guitarfreaks &
drummania. when a note reaches the judgement line in time with the beat, you press the

corresponding button or turn the corresponding dial. the main difference is that you must select
notes by looking at the music display on screen while the beat changes based on a disc that turns on
the back of the beatmania iidx portable. sound voltex exceed gear is a guitar controller action game.

it supports the console gamepad, pd adapter and guitar accessories. the game features all of the
sound voltex features, such as the noise canceling microphone, guitar pad and pedals, and is fully

compatible with the headphone port. the game uses the dedicated guitar guitar port. sound voltex is
a guitar controller action game. it supports the console gamepad, pd adapter and guitar accessories.
the game features all of the sound voltex features, such as the noise canceling microphone, guitar

pad and pedals, and is fully compatible with the headphone port. the game uses the dedicated guitar
guitar port. warning: during sound voltex' regular commercial re-run on july 2nd, 2021, phquase (the
sound director) announced that the new original sound tracks (osr) will be around level 19. when we
made the [1st commercial commercial re-run] chart back in december 19, 2019, it was at level 16,

but sound voltex has risen in level over the years. please make sure that your game is leveled
properly before or during the re-run. again, wala! featured are [dj taka]`s original compositions;

[phquase]`s original soundtracks, some of them were made for this commercial re-run. these songs
are all from either songs — used in the game — or songs, covers or remixes by [phquase] and

[phquase] himself. as such, these songs are all exclusive to this [sound re-run commercial].
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